
Formed in 1991, R.H. Plastics Technology are
one of the U.K.’s longest established suppliers 
of machines, consumables and genuine 
manufacturer spares to the Medical, 
Automotive, Packaging and Tarpaulin industries.
Their comprehensive service is truly international
as they import, export and service machines on 
a worldwide basis.

Their association with hi-tech Italian company
S.M.R.E. Engineering sees the introduction to the
UK of the latest cutting, hot air welding, Liquid
Glue bonding and sewing machinery for the
production of awnings, blinds and sun screens. 

For details of the full range of machines and services
from R.H.Plastics Technology and S.M.R.E. 
Engineering contact:

R.H. Plastics Technology, Units 15/17, 
Pitcliffe Way Industrial Estate, 
off Upper Castle Street, Bradford,  BD5 7SG 
Tel: 01274 306060     Fax: 01274 306065
e-mail: sales@rhplastics.com   

www.rhplastics.com

The SMRE stand proved extremely popular
as they welcomed customers from across
the globe who were impressed by the 
quality, range and versatility of the SMRE
machinery on display.

During the course of the show over twenty 
machines were sold from the stand breaking
all previous records.  

Enquiries from the UK were excellent with
interest throughout the entire range of 
machines.  The SM-370-TA machine was
the main attraction with cutting systems;
drag knife, ultra-sonic, pizza and laser cutting;
to suit all material cutting requirements.

We will be exhibiting a selection of
SMRE machines along with full 

operation of the machines on our stand.

If you are interested in receiving more
information, or, you would like tickets
for the show, please contact our sales

department on 01274 306060. 
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SM-450-SA is available in two versions: as a static table, with a travelling grip-and-pull
system for fabric transport when the end products are of a limited length, or with a
conveyor belt, for end products of unlimited dimensions.
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The SMRE stand at the recent Stuttgart R+T exhibition

Simple construction, high reliability, speed and precision
are the main attributes of this user-friendly machine.

The SM-355-TA is very compact with a conveyor belt
made of extremely sturdy, multiple-layer industrial fabric
- the same indestructible belt that is used on our 
SM-320-TA conveyor machine for heavy duty PVC 
cutting. When used correctly, the belt can handle years
and years of intensive production without needing to be 
replaced - ever.

SM-355-TA
Conveyorised system for the automated 
cutting of awning valances.

SM-450-SA
Custom multiple
roll bonding and
cutting solutions.

100% designed, developed, constructed, and assembled in the SMRE plant in Italy.

Continuous bonding and cutting of multiple roll industrial textiles, technical fabrics, plastics
for the production of agricultural covers, green houses, industrial screens and swimming
pool covers and any application in which multiple rolls are to be bonded, then cut.


